Lead Safe Cleaning
(Three-bucket method)

**Step 1:** Soak a mop in cleaner and water in bucket #1. Scrub the area that needs to be cleaned with the mop.

**Step 2:** Squeeze the mop into an **empty** bucket #2.

**Step 3:** Rinse the mop in bucket #3 with clean water with NO cleaner.

**Step 4:** Keep mopping over the area as needed by repeating these steps.

**Step 5:** Flush **ALL** water down the toilet.

**Reminder**

**Always:**
- clean using wet methods and do not dry sweep in areas that may have lead dust.
- keep children away from the area that is being cleaned.
- clean mops and buckets after cleaning.
- wash your hands after cleaning.
- keep cleaning supplies out of the reach of children.